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QUESTION 1

A network administrator maps a network profile with a VLAN IF 512 to the LAN port of an HP MSM765 zl Mobility
Controller. The network administrator configures an IP interface for this profile and intends to contact and manage the
controller on this interface. All other settings remain at default. 

What is one step that the network administrator must complete before connecting to the controller on its new IP
address? 

A. Set the IP interface as the authorized egress VLAN in the default VSC. 

B. Set the untagged LAN port network interface IP address to none. 

C. Select the new IP interface as an active interface in the Controller >> Management > Management tool window. 

D. Enable Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) on the interface. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In which modes do E-Series MSM access points operate? (Select two.) 

A. Autonomous mode 

B. Stand-alone mode 

C. Automatic mode 

D. Controlled mode 

E. Off-line mode 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the general relationship between the coverage and the gain of a directional antenna? 

A. When the gain of the antenna is higher the antenna provides more diversity across the coverage area 

B. When the gain of the antenna is higher the coverage pattern is broader 

C. When the gain of the antenna is higher the coverage pattern is narrower 

D. When the gain of the antenna is higher the coverage area for the highest supported rates is higher 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A company has an HP MSM solution that consists of an HP MSM Controller and controlled HP MSM APs. An access-
controlled VSC enforces HTML-based user login (Web-Auth) using the controllers internal login pages. Many clients that
will connect to this VSC are configured for Web proxy to a server on port 8080. The network administrator has enabled
the HTTP/HTTPS proxy support feature. 

Which additional step should the administrator take to help these clients log in and use the network? 

A. Enable DNS interception. 

B. Enable redirection to the public access interface through HTTP rather than HTTPS. 

C. Change the port used for HTTP on the controller\\'s public access interface. 

D. Create MAC-address public access attributes for the clients with the proxy settings. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

A company must deploy APs at multiple branch sites, as well as at a main site, and selects HP MSM APs for this
purpose. A centralized HP MSM Controller must manage the APs. The exhibit shows the VLANs and addressing for a
few of the branches as examples. What is a guideline for deploying the APs and ensuring that they can contact the
controller? 
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A. The company should only use the DHCP option for discovery if the network DHCP server does not already use
option 43 to configure devices such as Voice over IP (VoIP) phones. 

B. Because APs are deployed across a Layer 3 boundary from the MSM Controller, they must be pre- provisioned with
static IP addresses. 

C. The company should create a DHCP scope that includes DHCP option 43. the IP address of the controller, and the
vendor code equal to 1. 

D. The company should configure the controller to assign IP addresses to the APs. 

Correct Answer: C 
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